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Syngonium wendlandii
Velvet Arrowhead plant
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DESCRIPTION
An eye-catching trailing plant with
velvet green leaves and striking white
midvein could be an ideal choice for
the hanging basket and a tiny
ecosystem. To maintain its vivid colour,
place this lush plant in a semi-shade
spot with bright light. Direct sun
exposure will scorch the leaves. When it
comes to soil requirement, you can add
four-part of peat and one part perlite or
sand in a pot with a drainage hole to
keep the plant's root healthy and avoid
being saturated which results in root
rot .

CARE

Uses: Indoor plant, potted display, 
 hanging basket, terrarium 
Light: Semi-shade, bright light
Humidity: > 80%, 
Water: limit watering during
winter, keep the soil moist in the
growing season but not saturated
Common Issue:  Thrips will cause
yellow spots on leaves, infested
leaves by Aphid becomes distorted
and yellow,  root rot due to
overwatering, mealybug
Toxicity: Toxic 

CARE

Photo: Botanista 



Syngonium Pixie 
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DESCRIPTION
One of the most popular Syngonium
varieties with a dwarf and more compact
habit which makes it a wonderful feature
for a terrarium. Its attractive foliage with a
dark green edge and creamy white in the
middle create gorgeous contrast with
other indoor collections. A regular mist
provides a constant humid environment
which helps Syngonium to stay happy and
healthy. Avoid too much watering that
causes root rot and yellowing leaves. Like
other varieties, allow the top soil dry
between watering.

CARE

Uses: Tabletop, container garden,
terrarium
Light: Bright and indirect light
Humidity: Regular mist to provide
constant humidity  
Water: Avoid too much
watering, allow topsoil to dry 
Common Issue:  Lack of enough
light causes the leaves to lose
variegation
Toxicity: Toxic 

CARE

Photo: Terrariums By Ella 
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Syngonium Golden Allusion
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DESCRIPTION

Brighton up your miniature forest or
lounge room by adding Syngonium
Golden Allusion to your collection. This
fast grower and easy-care arrowhead
plant have striking lime green borders
with slight reddish-pink veining which
give an attractive contrast with other
varieties. Their trailing habit makes IT
an ideal choice for hanging baskets.
They have the tendency to become
leggy, so it is good to pinch the node to
reshape it, however, if you prefer
hanging vines, avoid trimming and just
pinch the old leaves.

CARE

Uses Indoor plant, potted display, 
 hanging basket, terrarium 
Light: Bright and indirect light
Humidity: Likes a warm and humid
environment 
Water: Keep the soil moist but let
the topsoil gets dry before
watering 
Common Issue:  Mealybugs, the
leaves may lose their lime hue in low
light 
Toxicity: Toxic 

CARE

Photo: Garden In Miniature 
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Syngonium Neon-pink
arrowhead plant
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DESCRIPTION
Green with a bit of lipstick! Syngonium
Neon 'Pink Arrowhead Plant' with
arrow-shaped leaves turn to peachy
pink when the plant matures. Because
of its beautiful pink colour, creates a
striking contrast when shows up next to
other varieties in your room, office or
miniature forest. Like other Syngonium
varieties, loves humidity, so regular
misting keep it healthy all the time.
This beauty begins growing densely but
slightly spreads out and cascades down
from the pot as matures. A trimming
back will make it a tidy with a bushy
appearance. 

CARE

Uses Indoor plant, potted display, 
 hanging basket, terrarium 
Light: Shady spot with indirect
sunlight 
Humidity: A regular misting keep it
healthy 
Water: Keep the soil moist but
let the topsoil gets dry before
watering 
Common Issue: direct sunlight can
burn the foliage  
Toxicity: Toxic 

CARE

Photo:lady fernadelaide 



Syngonium podophyllum 
'Dwarf Princess' -
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DESCRIPTION
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A real stunner with splashes of green
and pink on the leave catering a
pinkish theme to your interior
design. This beauty has a vining
habit so is ideal for a hanging basket.
This beauty likes a warm and humid
environment with bright but indirect
light which makes it ideal for a
terrarium. When the plant matures,
it grows wildly and becomes a bit
leggy so little trimming can help to
shape it nice and tidy. 

CARE

Uses: Potted display,  hanging basket,
terrarium 
Light: Bright and indirect light
Humidity: Likes warm and humid
environment 
Water: once a week in winter, needs
well-drained soil 
Common Issue:  Yellowing leaves due
to poor lighting, improper soil
moisture, or when the leaves get old 
Toxicity: Toxic 

CARE
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Syngonium 'Pink Heart '
Cream Alusion
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DESCRIPTION

Syngonium pink heart is an elegant
indoor plant with compact habit. The
heart-shaped leaves are creamy-green
with a dark green edge and pink veins
in the centre adding a stunning feature
in a mixed container in your shady
balcony. Keep the soil moist but not
saturated, which leads to root rot and
fungus issue. To keep it bushy  in
appearance and prevent the stems from
growing too long and leggy, pinch and
prune out the old stems regularly.

CARE

Uses: container, potted display,
terrarium 
Light: Provide bright and indirect
light to prevent the leaves from being
scorched 
Humidity: Likes warm and humid
environment, keep them away from
dry air from the heating system
Water: Once a week in winter, needs
well-drained soil, allow topsoil dry
between watering  
Common Issue:  Yellowing leaves due
to poor lighting, improper soil
moisture, or when the leaves get old 
Toxicity: Toxic 

CARE

Photo: Terrariums By Ella 
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Syngonium Elf
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DESCRIPTION
An attractive clumping Syngonium for a
shady spot! 
Syngonium podophyllum Elf, with
striking arrow-shaped leaves which are
green on the edge and white_green in
the centre, can offer wonderful contrast
in your mini ecosystem or mixed
container. Occasional pruning helps it
stay outstanding.  
They are ideal for the hanging baskets
in your patio, shady spot outdoors and
could be a striking centrepiece in
mixed containers. 

CARE

Uses: Hanging basket,
terrarium
Light: Bright and indirect
light
Humidity: Likes warm and
humid environment 
Water: let the topsoil gets
dry, needs more water in
the growing season
Common Issue:  Yellowing
leaves due to poor lighting, or
improper soil moisture 
Toxicity: Toxic 

CARE
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Syngonium Silver Pearl
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DESCRIPTION
A decorative arrowhead plant with silvery
foliage and a touch of the green border. Young
leaves are heart-shaped, then become
arrowhead shaped as the plant matures.
Syngonium Silver Pearl is sensitive to hot or
cool airflow from air-conditioning or the
heater. So place this beauty in a sheltered area
with a warm and humid environment. As a
tropical trailing plant, it is an ideal choice for
hanging baskets.  Like other varieties, may
need occasional pruning to avoid the plant
looking leggy. Due to its light and silvery
leaves, looks wonderful in combination with
plants with dark green foliage such as
Epipremnum jade ' Pothos green' or
Philodendron heart leaf making a mesmerizing
contrast.

CARE

Uses Hanging basket, terrarium
Light: Bright and indirect light
Humidity: Likes warm and
humid environment 
Water: Allow the topsoil to
dry between watering,
regular spritzing makes the
plant looks healthy
Common Issue:  Yellowing lower
leaves due to overwatering,
sensitive to forest 
Toxicity: Toxic 

CARE
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Syngonium Snow White 
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DESCRIPTION

A compact and upright variety of
Syngonium with heart-shaped
leaves is an ideal houseplant for
decorative pots. It is an easy-
growing indoor plant that loves
shady spots with indirect light.
When the plant matures you may
need to tidy it up by removing the
old leaves and keep its compact
shape.

Uses: container garden,
terrarium
Light: Bright and indirect light
Humidity: Regular mist to
provide  humidity  
Water: Allow topsoil to dry
between watering
Common Issue:  Root rot due to
overwatering
Toxicity: Toxic 

CARE


